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EPHESIANS LESSON 14
Defying Gravity

Outline of Ephesians 1

•Looking Forward
•The Bottom Line: God has reserved 
for us every benefit that grace 
provides with nothing held back.

•Prayer: The more our eyes are open 
to who God is, the greater our 
confidence in His promise.

Outline of Ephesians 2

•Looking Forward
•Looking Back

•2:1-10 – We were dead but God
made us alive in Christ.

•2:11-22 – We were outside but God
brought us into His inner circle.

Outline of Ephesians 3

•Looking Forward
•Looking Back
•Looking Up

•3:1-13 – Proper Perspective – worth 
going to prison for!

•3:14-21 – To God be the glory!
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1Therefore I, the prisoner of the Lord, 
implore you to walk in a manner worthy of 
the calling with which you have been 
called, 
2with all humility and gentleness, with 
patience, showing tolerance for one 
another in love, 
3being diligent to preserve the unity of the 
Spirit in the bond of peace.

Eph. 4:1-6

4There is one body and one Spirit, just as 
also you were called in one hope of your 
calling; 
5one Lord, one faith, one baptism, 
6one God and Father of all who is over all 
and through all and in all.

Eph. 4:1-6

 “Therefore” – because there is an 
incredible power source working in us.
 “the surpassing greatness of His 

power toward us who believe” (1:19).
 “that He would grant you…to be 

strengthened with power through His 
Spirit in the inner man” (3:16).

 “according to the power that works 
within us” (3:20).

Prepare to Soar

 “Therefore” – because there is an 
incredible power source working in us.

 This power makes it possible to “walk 
worthy,” that is to live in a way that 
cannot be explained apart from an 
external power source.

Prepare to Soar
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 “Therefore” – because there is an 
incredible power source working in us.

 This power produces:
 Unity – 4:1-16       

Prepare to Soar

John 17:20–21
20“I do not ask on behalf of these alone, but 
for those also who believe in Me through 
their word; 
21that they may all be one; even as You, 
Father, are in Me and I in You, that they 
also may be in Us, so that the world may 
believe that You sent Me.”

The Power of Unity

 “Therefore” – because there is an 
incredible power source working in us.

 This power produces:
 Unity – 4:1-16
 Purity – 4:17-5:20
 Healthy Relationships – 5:21-6:9
 Effective Resistance – 6:10-20

Prepare to Soar

The “Secret” to Church Growth

The World Says:
• “My whole life is about winning. I don't 
lose often. I almost never lose.”

• “The point is that you can't be too 
greedy.”

• “People love me. And you know what, 
I have been very successful. 
Everybody loves me.”

•“I was a great student. I was good at 
everything.”
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The Bible Says:
•Paul discerned how things would trend 
as we near the end: “For men will be 
lovers of self, lovers of money, 
boastful, arrogant, revilers, 
disobedient to parents, ungrateful, 
unholy” (2 Tim. 3:2).

•The pull of these vices is like gravity.

•But the “power that works within us” 
holds the key to escaping gravity.

• All Humility – others more important
• All Gentleness – does not insist on rights, 
not harsh, abrasive

• Patience – long-suffering in less than ideal
• Love based tolerance – overlooks injury to 
promote good (1 Cor. 13)

• Unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace (with 
diligence) – works at oneness

5 Ways to Soar

These are counter-intuitive

• All Humility – others more important
• All Gentleness – does not insist on rights, 
not harsh, abrasive

• Patience – long-suffering in less than ideal
• Love based tolerance – overlooks injury to 
promote good (1 Cor. 13)

• Unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace (with 
diligence) – works at oneness

5 Ways to Soar

But we have been given power to soar!

The Core Issues

•The “power that works with us” is 
moving us at sufficient speed (rotation 
velocity). So do you trust God enough 
to pull back on the yoke?

•He supplies the power, we supply the 
choice!

•As we do, the neon sign lights up!


